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Executive summary
The team of management of any organization needs accurate and timely information about
various matters to make managerial decisions. Cost accounting is the business function that
generates important information to the internal parties or the management for decision making
purposes.
Budgets are an important concept in Finance and Accounting which links the planning stage
and the controlling stage of the management process. Budgets are a futuristic approach to the
operations of an organization. They formulate an estimate of the costs and incomes with
relevant to a future period. Variance analysis is related with budgets where the deviations of
actual figures from the budgeted or estimated figures are identified and then reasons are
analyzed. This report elaborates on the basic costing concepts that could be practiced by an
organization for ensuring effectiveness of reporting to the internal parties for better decision
making.
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Introduction
The functions of the Finance department of any organization comprises the determining the price of
products and services, initiating cost reduction initiatives, approving budgets for future periods etc.
These are related with the corporate strategy and hence require a great deal of internal information.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop the internal body of knowledge on cost and management
accounting concepts. In order to have a future direction to the proceeding of operations, budgets
would be a helpful device. Variance analysis would help to identify the differences between the
estimates and actual figures and aid in finding the responsible parties and to take corrective actions in
a timely manner. Hence effective functioning of the cost and management accounting function would
ensure the strategy accomplishment as a whole.

Learning outcome 1
Question 1

Different types of costs according to behavior

The selected organization is a manufacturing plant.
Fixed costs- Fixed costs do not vary with the changes in the amount of production or the
level of activity.
When considering a certain capacity level, fixed costs would be constant. Within a specific
level of activity, the total fixed cost would be the same. But the average fixed cost or the
fixed cost per unit will decline when the activity level increases.
Ex: Building rent and rates for the plant, fixed rental of electricity bill.

Variable costs- This means the costs that change with the activity level. There is a direct
relationship between the level of production and the variable cost. Total variable cost for a
given activity level would increase if the activity level is increased and the average variable
cost would be the same in any activity level. (Clinton, Merwe, Anton, 2006)
Ex: The cost of inputs like direct labor, direct material.
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Step fixed costs- These costs would be constant over a certain activity level and when the
level of production differs by equal intervals of units; the level of fixed cost would also
change accordingly.
Ex: The electricity bill is a good example where the rate per unit is Rs.7.85 for a range of 062 units and the rate per unit is Rs.10 for a range of 63-93 units and the cost is Rs.27.75 for a
range of 94-106 units.

Methods of Costing

Job Costing- Job costing is used to calculate the total cost of customized orders or unique
products. In this approach, a job cost sheet would be used to calculate the total cost and profit
or loss of the job with assuming the product or service delivered to be one job.
Ex: calculating the total cost of a onetime order of garments in a garment factory.

Contract Costing- This method of costing is used by construction companies to assess the
total cost of construction works which are taken on contract basis. Here, each and every
contract would be considered as a separate cost unit. (Clinton, Merwe, Anton, 2006)
Ex: construction of a new plant by a contractor.

Please Contact assignment.lk for more information & 100% NonPlagiarized Assignments
Batch costing- When the production is arranged as a batch where a batch consists of a large
quantity of identical products, the cost calculation would follow batch costing technique. In
calculating the unit cost in this approach, the total cost of the entire batch would be divided
by the number of units that are in a batch.
Ex: costing for a batch of garments of a customer.

Process Costing- Process costing can be used when there the production takes place as a
sequence of activities organized in several stages. This method calculates cost at each level of
production that the product goes through until the final product extraction.
Ex: The process of extracting gas from crude oil.
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Service Costing- Service costing is used to calculate the total cost of providing a service in
mass scale.
Ex: water supply and drainage service provision.

Question 02

Value of the closing stock
Fixed costs

12000000

Variable costs

13500000

Selling and administrative costs

9500000

Total cost

35000000

Number of units produced

1000000

Production cost per unit

35

Closing stock( 1000000*10%)

100000

units

Value of the closing stock( 100000* 25.5) 3500000
Selling Price
Total cost of production

25500000

Selling and administrative costs

9500000

Total cost

35000000

Number of units produced

1000000

Total cost per unit( 35000000/1000000)

35

Profit (35*30% )

10.5

Selling Price

45.5

Value Added Tax( 45.5 * 12% )

5.46

Selling Price with VAT

50.96

Operating Statement- Absorption Costing
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43225000

less: cost of goods sold
beginning inventory

0

cost of goods produced

25500000

cost of goods available for sale

25500000

less: closing inventory

3500000

22000000

gross profit

21225000

less: administrative and selling expenses

9500000

net operating income

11725000

Operating Statement- Marginal Costing
sales

43225000

less: variable cost of goods sold
beginning inventory

0

variable cost of goods sold

12825000

variable cost of goods available for sale

12825000

less: closing inventory

675000

gross contribution margin

12150000

variable

administrative

and

expenses

selling
0
12150000

less: period costs
administrative and selling expenses

9500000

manufacturing

12000000 21500000

net operating income

21725000
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Question 03
Stock Ledger
FIFO
receipts

issues

balance
unit

date

quantity

unit price

value

8-Oct

500

27.5

13750

500

13750

12-Oct

375

33

12375

875

26125

18-Oct

22-Oct

250

38.5

quantity price

value

500

27.5

13750

375

12375

200

33

6600

175

5775

425

15400

9625

30-Jun

quantity value

175

33

5775

250

9625

175

38.5

6737.5

75

2887.5

Stock Ledger
LIFO
receipts

issues

balance
unit

date

quantity

unit price

value

8-Oct

500

27.5

13750

500

13750

12-Oct

375

33

12375

875

26125

18-Oct

22-Oct
30-Jun

250

35

quantity price

value

quantity value

375

33

12375

500

13750

325

27.5

8937.5

175

4812.5

425

13562.5

8750
250

35

8750

175

4812.5

100

27.5

2750

75

2062.5
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Sock Ledge
Average cost
receipts

issues

balance
unit

date

quantity

unit price

value

8-Oct

500

27.5

13750

500

13750

12-Oct

375

33

12375

875

26125

175

4950

425

13700

18-Oct
22-Oct

quantity price

700
250

35

8750

30-Jun

350

30.25

value

21175

quantity value

31.8333 11141.7 75

Table 1 -FIFO, LIFO and AVCO methods

Learning Outcome 3
Question 1

Purposes of budgeting

A budget gives futuristic orientation by estimating incomes and costs for a future time period.
The basic purpose of budgeting for a manufacturing organization is to plan for the future time
period in terms of the customer demand based incomes and the operating costs in achieving
customer demand. (Clinton, Merwe, Anton, 2006)
Budgets are an important aspect of managerial decision making because it gives an insight on
the total fund availability and then decide possible short term and long term investment
opportunities. And further if the budget depicts a financial deficit, then proactive actions
could be taken to raise finance without incurring additional costs.
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Budgets are a major tool of performance control where the estimates set by budgets act as
standards against which the actual performance could be evaluated and then variances could
be identified with efforts on taking corrective actions for them. (Raiborn, at al, 2005)

Advantages of budgeting

*Provide a future direction to the organization in terms of the costs and revenues estimated.
*Budgets help in making investment decisions and financing decisions by the management
with considering the estimated cash surpluses and cash deficits.
*The preparation of budgets involves the contributions of different departments and hence
communication between departments would strengthen.
*Budgets are a tool of planning in the planning function of management and is a tool of
controlling.

Challenges with budgeting


For preparing budgets, a great deal of information is required along with macro
economic forecasts which will consume time.



Budget slack that could be introduced to the budgeting process and hence there is a
risk of mis-interpreting figures by overestimating expenses and underestimating
incomes.



There canaries dispute among departments in coming to final decisions in formulating
budgets. This often happens within the finance and marketing departments.



Budgets do not take into account the qualitative factors like the aspects of customers,
quality etc.

Question 2 A

Fixed Budget
When the present year budgets are prepared with incorporating the historical budget figures
of the previous year, the result is a fixed budget.
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This could be a justified approach where the organization faces more stable economic
conditions and customer demand. This will save time and the cost of the budgeting process.

Flexible Budget
If the budgeting approach takes into account the changes in the demand and prepares a series
of budgets according to different levels of activity, the result is a flexible budget. This is more
like a contingency budget which estimates incomes and expenses at different activity levels.
This is useful if the organization faces dynamic environmental conditions and changes in
demand. (Raiborn, at al, 2005)

Question 2 B

Sales for the period (10000 * 100 )

1000000

Production Quantity
Sales Units

10000

add:Closing Stock

2000

less:Opening Stock

4000

Production Quantity

8000

Material Usage-component XY
Production Quantity

8000

Requirement per unit

5 units

Material Usage(8000*5)

40000

Unit cot of a component

1

Material Usage cost

40000

units
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Material Usage-component WZ
Production Quantity

8000

Requirement per unit

3 units

Material Usage(8000*5)

24000

Unit cot of a component

0.5

Material Usage cost

12000

units

Material Purchases XY
Material usage

24000

units

add: Closing stock(16000*1.25)

20000

units

less: Opening stock

16000

units

Material Purchases

28000

units

Material Purchase cost(28000*1)

28000

Material Purchases WZ
Material usage

40000

units

add: Closing stock(9600*1.25)

12000

units

less: Opening stock

9600

units

Material Purchases

42400

units

Material Purchase cost(42400*0.5)

21200

Direct Labor- Production
Production Quantity

8000

units

Hours per unit

4

hours

Rate per hour

5

Labor cost- Production(8000*4*5)

160000

Direct Labor- Finishing
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Production Quantity

8000

units

Hours per unit

2

hours

Rate per hour

7

Labor cost- Production(8000*4*5)

112000

Profit/ Loss
Sales

1000000

less: Production Cost
Direct Material cost- XY

40000

Direct Material cost- WZ

12000

Direct Labor- Production

160000

Direct Labor- Finishing

112000

Gross Profit

324000
676000

less: Production Overheads
Factory overheads

96000
580000

less: Non Production costs
Selling and distribution overheads

275000

Net Profit

305000

Question 03
receipts from sales

March

April

May

sales within the month

74250

69750

76500

165000*45% 155000*45% 170000*45%
sales within the 2 month

45000

49500

46500

150000*30% 165000*30% 155000*30%
sales within the 3 month

30000

32000

33000

150000*20% 160000*20% 165000*20%
total receipts from sales

149250

151250

156000
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March

April

May

90000

97500

105000

payment for purchases within the
month

120000*75% 130000*75% 140000*75%
payment for purchases within the
2month

25000

24000

26000

125000*20% 120000*20% 130000*20%
total payments for purchases

115000

121500

131000

March

April

May

Receipts from sales

149250

151250

156000

Receipt of insurance claim

10000

Total

159250

151250

156000

Payments for purchases

-115000

-121500

-131000

Payment of wages

-24000

-24000

-24000

Payment of overheads

-8000

-8000

-8000

Payment of tax

-6000

-6000

-6000

Receipts- Payments

6250

-8250

-13000

Add: Beginning balance

50000

56250

48000

Ending balance

56250

48000

35000

Cash Budget

Receipts

less: Payments

Table 2 -the Cash Budget statement of the company
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Learning Outcome 2 & 4
Question 1

Variance Analysis

Operating Profit Variance
Budgeted Profit – Actual Profit

15000-7000

8000

unfavorable

600

unfavorable

0.2

400

unfavorable

600+400

1000

unfavorable

1050

unfavorable

Materials Price Variance
(Standard Price - Actual Price) * Actual (0.2 –(11600/ 55000)) *
Quantity

55000

Materials Quantity Variance
( (Standard Quantity per unit* Actual units
produced) –Actual quantity used )*Standard (5* 10600 – 55000) *
price per kg

Total Materials Variance
Material Price Variance + Material Quantity
Variance

Labor Price Variance
(1.5 – (63000 / 41300))
(Standard rate - Actual rate) * Actual Hours

* 41300
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Labor Efficiency Variance
(Standard Hours per unit *Actual production

( 4* 10600 – 41300 )*

- Actual hours ) * Standard rate per hour

1.5

1650

favorable

1650-1050

600

favorable

41300

400

unfavorable

( 4*10600 - 41300 )*2

2200

favorable

2200-400

1800

favorable

15000-15600

600

unfavorable

(15000/10000)

900

favorable

900-600

300

favorable

Total Labor Variance
Labor Price Variance + Labor Quantity
Variance

Variable Overhead expenditure variance
( Standard variable overhead rate per hour Actual variable overhead rate per hour) 2 – (83000/41300)
*Actual hours

*

Variable Overhead efficiency variance
(Standard labor hours per unit* Actual
production -Actual hours) * Standard rate per
hour

Total variable overheads variance
Variable Overhead expenditure + Variable
Overhead efficiency variance

Fixed Overhead Expenditure Variance
Budgeted fixed costs – Actual fixed costs

Fixed Overhead Volume Variance
(Budgeted units – Actual units ) * Fixed ( 10000 – 10600 ) *
overhead absorption rate per unit

Total Fixed Overhead Variance
Fixed Overhead Expenditure variance + Fixed
Overhead volume variance
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Sales Price Variance
( Standard unit selling price

- Actual unit

Selling price) * Actual Units sold

( 18 – 17 ) *10600

10600

unfavorable

(10000-10600)*1.5

900

favorable

900-10600

9700

unfavorable

Sales Volume Variance
( Budgeted no. of units – Actual no. of units )
*Standard selling price

Total Sales Variance
Sales Price Variance + Sales Volume Variance

Summary of cost variances
Total Sales Variance

9700

unfavorable

Sales Price Variance

10600

unfavorable

Sales Volume Variance

900

favorable

Total Materials Variance

1000

unfavorable

Materials Price Variance

600

unfavorable

Materials Quantity Variance

400

unfavorable

Total Labor Variance

600

favorable

Labor Price Variance

1050

unfavorable

Labor Efficiency Variance

1650

favorable

Total variable overheads variance

1800

favorable

Variable Overhead expenditure

400

unfavorable

Variable Overhead efficiency variance

2200

favorable

Total Fixed Overhead Variance

300

favorable

Fixed Overhead Expenditure Variance

600

unfavorable

Fixed Overhead Volume Variance

900

favorable

Total cost variance

8000

unfavorable

Table 3 - Variance Analysis
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Question 2

Operating Statement
Budgeted Profit
Variances

15000
favorable

Sales Price Variance
Sales Volume Variance

adverse
-10600

900

Cost Variances
Total Materials Variance

-1000

Total Labor Variance

600

Total variable overheads variance

1800

Total Fixed Overhead Variance

300

-8000
7000

Actual Profit
Table 4 - Operating Statement

Question 3

Performance Management with regarding the operations of an organization is accomplished
through the variance analysis. From the variance analysis done to Cosmo firm, the deviations
of actual figures from the budgeted figures can be analyzed with indicating possible reasons
and several suggestions can be given for improving company performance.
Selling price variance is a determinant behind the variability in sales income. The actual
selling price had been lower than the budgeted price. The possible reasons could be the over
expectations of the management on the perceived benefits of the product in setting the prices.
Since the customers have rejected the product at that price by reducing the level of demand
than expected, the price would have been reduced.
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The price reduction from the budgeted price has resulted in creating more value to the
customers and hence the level of demand had been increased more than what was expected.
This has lead to a favorable sales quantity variance. (Clinton, Merwe, Anton, 2006)
In analyzing the cost variances, it is clear that Cosmo has purchased materials at a higher
price than the expected price. This has lead to an adverse material price variance showing the
inefficiency of the purchasing department. It could also be due to placing orders in a hurry
and leading the suppliers to demand high prices. If this was the case, the production planning
personnel would be responsible.
The material quantity variance is also negative because of using more quantity of material
than expected. This could be due to the use of low quality materials or the lack of training to
the production floor employees which results in higher faults in using materials.
The reason for labor rate being higher than expected rate could be due to the internal labor
problems such as the union influences. The negotiation with employees is a responsibility of
the human resource department which should be held responsible in this case.
The amount of labor used in the process is lesser than the budgeted amount. This has lead to a
favorable labor efficiency variance. This could be due to the high level skills of employees or
the budgeted figure could be wrong. This should be analyzed further and necessary to revise
the standard.
The variable overheads paid have been more than the budgeted amount. Hence the
expenditure variance is negative. The efficiency variance is positive because the variable
overheads are assumed to be related with labor hours and labor hours used is lesser than
budgeted. (Raiborn, at al, 2005)
The level of activity has been more than expected and so the total fixed overhead cost is
distributed among more number of units thus making the overhead volume variance to be
positive. The expenditure has been more than what was budgeted and so the expenditure
variance is negative.
Further information would generate more insights to the management and hence these
variances must be analyzed with considering the root causes. The standards should be
checked for accuracy at the same time. The responsible parties must be called on discussion
and clarify the reasons further.
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Conclusion and Recommendation
Costing efforts generate a great deal of valuable information for parties within the company
to make strategic decisions in a more effective manner. Budgets make managers more
responsible for the tasks they perform and they are held accountable to shareholders for the
accomplishment of the set targets which is a determinant of the financial and corporate
strategy.
Companies should always try to create a competitive advantage with gaining cost advantages
which would be supported with proper planning and controlling of costs. This outcome is
achieved through the budgeting and variance analysis approaches by the cost accounting
department of the company.
All companies should focus on improving their costing systems with adapting to the latest
trends in the accounting environment. The Human Resource department of the organization
should focus on attracting and retaining the best employees to the cost accounting function
which is a necessity to survive in the modern business world.
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